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UNITED STATES GOVERNM
ENT 

Memorandum 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI 
pate, 4/17/64 

leks. pA _ ALL INFORMATION COBTATIOND 

FROM : y BAC, DALLAS Qecisisiaes HEREIN 1S UNCLASS1FLED 
EXCEPT WHERE SHOEN ,.' 
OTHERWISE 

SUBJECT: RECOMMENDATI
ON FOR INCENTIVE AWARD 

Name of Employee 

[Where Assigned 
| Payroll Number 

DALLAS FISUD 

BASIS for this recommendation is as follows: (Check one or more 0% facts justify.) 

1. Sustained above-average performance for such period of time as would be reasonable under 

the circumstances, that merits recognition. (Point out specifically hou performance és considered 

superior. Use examples and illustrations wherever possible. In ition to results attained advise what 

employee hos done to achseve outstanding results.) 
——————— 

are achieved. (Set forth production record with appropriate comparisons.) 2. Exemplary performance of assigned tasks whereby previously unattained records of production 

official employment. (Describe in‘éetail, listing specific risks or dangers involved and results achieved.) 

4. Ideas which have resulted in improved operations. (Summarize ideas and specific improvements 

therefrom. Set forth first year's net savings, if any, and hou computed.) 

[z_] 3. Exemplary or courageous handling of an emergency situation in connection with or related to 

S. Performance which has involved the overcoming of unusual difficulties. (List specific 

obstacles, problems, hardships, sacrifices, e&Cs, as well as unusual investigative techniques utilized with 

results achered, setting forth precisely hou: employee overcame obstacles, etc.) 

CI 6. Creative effcrts, including inventions Of techniques, which have increased efficiency, OF 

improved the service. (Describe in detail listing benefits and/or savings resulting.) 

JUST IFICATION: 
(Set forth belou, and attach supplemental page(s) as necessary, 6 clear, concise report of 

employ e's f stjormance in justification 5 award. Be specifis and omit generalities. Give facts, mot conclusions. Not 

3 advise what wos accomplished, but hou it was accomplished, placing emphasis on performance: Remember that 

these pe secur must be adequate. They may be subject to post-audit outside the Bureau but do not withhold im 

formation for security reasons since neither this form mor any confidential information will be made available outside 

the Bureau for such post-audits.) 
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MARINA OSWALD, wife of LEE HARVEY OSWALD, assassin of the | 

president, planned to establish residence at 629 Belt Line Road, 

Richardson, Texas, on 2/29/64. The Bureau advised on 9/28/64, 2. 

n the president's ComnissioB, tne so 

¢hat in line with @ request fro 

Attorney General had approved the 4neatallation 
of technical 

MARINA OSWALD to determine #1 of her 

physical gurveillances
 of 

contacts and movesents beginning with ber establishsent
 of @ 

peu residence. 
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